
The Point – Emissions Reduction Subgroup 

 

What are the most likely sources of pollution and how can we best address those sources? 

Along the Wasatch Front, the largest sources of criteria pollutant emissions (and their precursors) are 
mobile sources, followed by area sources (which include homes and commercial building fuel 
combustion and residential and commercial solvent use), then point sources (led by industrial processes 

and mining), and finally nonroad mobile sources.  A detailed breakout of these sources is show in the 

chart below: 

Figure 1 - 2017 Wasatch Front Winter Day Emissions by Source 

 

Statewide criteria and precursor emissions follow a similar pattern, though oil and gas exploration and 
production emissions are dramatically larger, rivalling mobile sources.  Miscellaneous area source 
emissions are also larger, as are power plant emissions (namely, external combustion boilers at 

coal-fired power plants).  While some statewide emissions may occur far from The Point parcel, it is 
important to note that several important upstream emissions sources may be impacted by development 
decisions made on the former prison site.  For example, residential natural gas combustion for space 
heating not only impacts local emissions of NOx, but also impacts emissions from natural gas exploration 

and development in the Uinta Basin.  Similarly, while commercial building electricity consumption may 
only marginally affect emissions at Wasatch Front power plants, it may affect emissions in other areas of 

the State such as Emery County (or elsewhere on the western grid). 
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Figure 2 - 2017 Statewide Annual Emissions by Source 

 

 

Finally, statewide greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions are predominated by electricity generation, followed 
by transportation, and industrial, residential, and commercial energy use.  As with criteria emissions 

sources above, each of these GHG sources may be tied to development decisions made at The Point site. 

Figure 3 – Statewide Annual CO2 Emissions by Source (1980-2050) 
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There are several additional emissions considerations to be evaluated for The Point project.  Project 

planners should: 

• Evaluate a broad array of pollutants: 

• Greenhouse Gases (CO2, CH4, high GWP gases) 

• Criteria and precursors (NOx, PM, SO2, VOC, NH3, etc.) 

• Fugitive dust mitigation 

• Water 

• Land/other 

• Consider upstream, midstream, and downstream emission sources and impacts: 

• Extraction (mining, drilling) 

• Raw material transport (coal trains/trucks, truck transport, pipeline) 

• Refining/processing/generation 

• Coal ash, other waste 

• Energy product transmission/distribution/transport 

• End use 

• Consider the entire life-cycle of the built environment: 

• Construction emissions 

• Materials sourcing 

• Energy efficiency codes 

• Non-road equipment emissions standards 

• Occupancy/use emissions 

• Energy efficiency from codes and other measures (life-cycle cost trade-offs with 

construction phase) 

• On-site renewables 

• End-of-life/demolition emissions 

• Evaluate emissions from a range of sources: 

• Homes and commercial building energy use 

• Transportation 

• Commutes 
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• Errands 

• Goods transport 

• Water 

• Land/other 

 

What steps can/should we take during the planning process to minimize emissions/pollution? 

• Utilize renewable energy 

• HB411 stay in w/ renewable goal/rate 

• Consider on-site geothermal use 

• Consider on-site solar 

• Consider small-scale hydro, if available 

• Develop and support EV infrastructure 

• EV charger-ready 

• Utilize building electrification 

• Heat pump use 

• Avoid wood/solid fuel appliance installation/use 

• Maximize energy efficiency 

• Building codes/net-zero (or net-zero-ready) 

• Building optimization and control 

• Smart grid/demand management 

• Consider distributed resource aggregation to allow behind the meter power 

sources access to the wholesale energy market. 

• Micro grid 

• Other building considerations (passive solar, albedo effect for roofing) 

• Embrace transit-oriented development (TOD) and active transportation 

• Street/path design for active transportation 

• Complete trip planning to address first and last mile, ADA accessibility, errands, 

packages, etc. 

• Discourage automobile use (parking, capacity, other design considerations) 
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• Evaluate water, land, and siting impacts 

• Project siting to avoid direct exposure (e.g. schools sited away from roads and emissions 

sources) 

• Dust mitigation (especially from nearby extraction operations) 

• Drought tolerant shade trees and other features (consider possible energy savings 

associated with trees) 

 

Where can we get sound information to help us refine ideas and measure impacts?  

• Rocky Mountain Power 

• EV charging programs 

• Dominion 

• Renewable natural gas (RNG) initiative 

• Efficiency support 

• Utah Clean Energy 

• Department of Environmental Quality 

• Office of Energy Development 

• Kem C. Gardner Institute – Utah Roadmap 

• State and private higher education 

• WFRC 

• Transit-oriented development (TOD) 

• Active transportation 

• UCAIR 

• Smart Growth America 
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